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Aircraft Financing And Leasing In Asia
This book provides an introduction to, and demystification of, the private and public dimensions of international aviation
law. The air transport industry is not governed by a discrete area of the law but rather by a series of disparate
transnational regulatory instruments. By combining classical doctrinal analysis with insights from newer disciplines such
as international relations and economics, the book maps international aviation law's complex terrain for new and veteran
observers alike.
Revised and updated in its third edition, this internationally renowned and respected book provides the essentials to
understanding all areas of airline finance. Designed to address each of the distinct areas of financial management in an
air transport industry context, it also shows how these fit together, while each chapter and topic provides a detailed
resource which can be also consulted separately. Thoroughly amended and updated throughout, the third edition reflects
the many developments that have affected the industry since 2001. It features several important new topics, including
Low Cost Carriers (LCCs), fuel hedging and US Chapter 11 provisions.
Capital Markets Handbook, Sixth Edition is the definitive desk reference for capital market professionals and a complete
resource for anyone working in the financial markets field. Written by seasoned professionals in association with the SIA,
Capital Markets Handbook covers the latest developments in major securities legislation, and all aspects of
documentation, underwriting, pricing, distribution, settlement, immediate aftermarket trading of new issues, compliance
issues, a glossary, a bibliography, and appendices containing the full text of the primary statutes and regulations. The
Sixth Edition includes coverage of new developments, including compliance issues such as: New amendments to NASD
Rule 2710 ("The Corporate Financing Rule") governing underwriting compensation Updates on PIPE and Registered
Direct Transactions Amendments to Rule 10b-18 governing corporate repurchase of equity securities Online Dutch
auction procedures in use for the Google, Inc. IPO United Kingdom Financial Service Authority guidance on conflict of
interest regarding pricing and allocation issues which have been adopted by one major U.S. investment bank
Amendments to Rule 105 Regulation M concerning short selling in connection with public offerings Currency conversion
in settlement of a global offering NASD Rule 2790-Restriction on the Purchase and Sale of IPO equity securities NASD
IPO Distribution Manager procedures for filing with NASD Corporate Financing Proposed NASD Rule 2712 concerning
allocation and distribution of shares in an initial public offering A reorganized compliance chapter in a checklist format
designed to ease and enhance CEO and CFO Compliance Certification required by a proposed amendment to NASD
Rule 3010 (Supervision) and the adoption of Interpretive Material 3010-1 And more
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Although aircraft leasing is comparatively young as a commercial activity – less than forty years old in practical terms –
already well over a quarter of the world’s commercial aircraft fleet is leased. The legal significance of aircraft leasing is,
therefore, growing very quickly. Bringing together the laws affecting both air travel and leasing can, however, be
challenging. This book is the first to assume this task in a major focused way, thus providing invaluable expert guidance
to practitioners handling aircraft lease agreements as well as to legal academics and students. In this second edition, the
author examines the aircraft operating lease from both a legal and practical point of view and contextualizes it in light of
the latest public and private international air law agreements, case law, statutes, and regulations from a variety of
jurisdictions and current literature in the field: – the obligations and rights of each party; – failure to meet delivery
condition before delivery; – standby letters of credit and guarantees; – regulatory constraints concerning aircraft
registration or foreign remittances; – manufacturer’s warranties; – possession and replacement of parts and engines; –
sub-leasing; – damage to the aircraft and other loss to lessor; – liability for damage to third parties; – safety issues and
lessor’s liability for acts of the airline; – the events that will entitle the lessor to terminate the contract and recover its
asset; – issues pertaining to enforcement of remedies; and – governing law. The format broadly follows that of a typical
aircraft operating lease. The author flags the principal legal issues to be considered in developing a standard form aircraft
operating lease and makes recommendations in that regard. His approach balances the desired commercial outcome
with the legal, or more theoretical, mandate to apply the law to disputes that may arise. An immensely useful supplement
sets out a real example of a form of aircraft operating lease for a used aircraft, as used by a leading commercial aircraft
leasing company. As a detailed examination of each part of the lease with particular reference to the impact on each term
of relevant case law, statutes, regulations, and international treaties, this work greatly enhances understanding of the
legal and practical aspects of the aircraft operating lease.
Understanding twenty-first century global financial integration requires a two-part background. The Handbook of Key
Global Financial Markets, Institutions, and Infrastructure begins its description of how we created a financially-intergrated
world by first examining the history of financial globalization, from Roman practices and Ottoman finance to Chinese
standards, the beginnings of corporate practices, and the advent of efforts to safeguard financial stability. It then
describes the architecture itself by analyzing its parts, such as markets, institutions, and infrastructure. The contributions
of sovereign funds, auditing regulation, loan markets, property rights, compensation practices, Islamic finance, and others
to the global architecture are closely examined. For those seeking substantial, authoritative descriptions and summaries,
this volume will replace books, journals, and other information sources with a single, easy-to-use reference work.
Substantial articles by top scholars sets this volume apart from other information sources Diverse international
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perspectives result in new opportunities for analysis and research Rapidly developing subjects will interest readers well
into the future
The History of the ICSID Convention is a unique source of preparatory documents concerning the origin and formulation
of the ICSID Convention. It contains original texts of reports of committees, records of meetings, working papers, notes,
and other documents in the three official languages of ICSID (English, French and Spanish).
Civil Rehabilitation Act (Japan) (2018 Edition) Updated as of October 23, 2018 This book contains: - The complete text of
the Civil Rehabilitation Act (Japan) (2018 Edition) - A table of contents with the page number of each section
Aircraft Finance: Recent Developments and Prospects confronts the burning issues in the turbulent world of the airline industry. The book
combines selections of presentations from the First and Second De Brauw Blackstone and Westbroek Aircraft Finance Conferences, held in
January 1992 and 1995, respectively. It deals with the legal and tax aspects of aircraft finance transaction in six European jurisdictions:
France, Germany, Spain, Sweden, Belgium and the Netherlands. All presentations have been reviewed and updated by the authors. Issues
raised include funding sources, security rights, aircraft leasing and the effect of the EC licensing regulation. Furthermore, it contains two
selections dealing with the outlook for the aviation industry and the aircraft finance market. Aircraft Finance: Recent Developments and
Prospects provides practical answers to complex legal issues for lawyers, financiers, airlines, lease companies and aircraft manufacturers.
A fully revised and expanded guide that builds on the best-selling 2nd edition. Written by practitioners for practitioners, the book has four
distinct parts, each dealing with key subjects relevant to the airfinance industry. The first section looks at the airlines' needs; the second
examines the latest financing methods; the third examines country and regional markets and the final section details credit and aircraft
values. Appendices cover international rights in aircraft, civil aviation, precautionary arrest and export credits. A glossary is included.
Volume I: Financial Markets and Instruments skillfully covers the general characteristics of different asset classes, derivative instruments, the
markets in which financial instruments trade, and the players in those markets. It also addresses the role of financial markets in an economy,
the structure and organization of financial markets, the efficiency of markets, and the determinants of asset pricing and interest rates.
Incorporating timely research and in-depth analysis, the Handbook of Finance is a comprehensive 3-Volume Set that covers both established
and cutting-edge theories and developments in finance and investing. Other volumes in the set: Handbook of Finance Volume II: Investment
Management and Financial Management and Handbook of Finance Volume III: Valuation, Financial Modeling, and Quantitative Tools.
Professionals are constantly searching for competitive solutions to help determine current and future economic tendencies. Econometrics
uses statistical methods and real-world data to predict and establish specific trends within business and finance. This analytical method
sustains limitless potential, but the necessary research for professionals to understand and implement this approach is lacking. Applied
Econometric Analysis: Emerging Research and Opportunities explores the theoretical and practical aspects of detailed econometric theories
and applications within economics, political science, public policy, business, and finance. Featuring coverage on a broad range of topics such
as cointegration, machine learning, and time series analysis, this book is ideally designed for economists, policymakers, financial analysts,
marketers, researchers, academicians, and graduate students seeking research on the various techniques of econometric concepts.
The Global Airline Industry Second Editionprovides a definitive introduction to the global air transportationsystem. It features detailed
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coverage of airline economics,strategy, management, scheduling, operations, and ticketdistribution, as well as survey chapters on aviation
safety andsecurity, airports, air traffic control, environmental impacts, andthe international regulatory environment in which the
industryoperates. It offers a global perspective, drawing on theeditors’ extensive experience with airline and air transportissues and featuring
contributions from experts all around theworld. The Global Airline Industry, Second Edition has beensignificantly revised and updated from
the bestselling firstedition and now also includes a chapter on Airline RevenueManagement.
Airlines follow different strategies of aircraft sourcing and financing. Basic decisions include the choice of buy versus lease and long term
versus short term acquisition of aircraft. Additional fleet and fleet planning characteristics include the desired fleet size, average aircraft age,
or possible surplus in capacity. Do these variables have an impact on financial success? Taking the perspective of a shareholder, the author
uses multivariate regression methodology to evaluate abnormal returns in stock market's reaction to the terrorist attacks on September 11,
2001, the Financial Crisis 2008, and to aircraft accidents and aircraft orders 1994–2009. In further regression analyses the relationship of fleet
variables to a company's revenue growth and profitability is examined. Potential readerships include researchers and practitioners with
interest in how decisions could be taken in favor of shareholders in an aircraft fleet planning context.
"The purpose of Aviation Law and Policy in Asia: Smart Regulation in Liberalized Markets is to examine the evolution of aviation law and
policy in selected Asian jurisdictions and to analyse the dynamic regulatory challenges that each jurisdiction faces. The markets this book will
discuss are Japan, South Korea, mainland China, Taiwan, Hong Kong, the Philippines, Vietnam, Thailand, Malaysia, Indonesia, asean as a
bloc, India and Sri Lanka"-In recent years the airline industry has experienced severe volatility in earnings, with airlines recording periods of substantial profits that are
closely followed by periods of financial distress. This trend has continued into the new millennium, with numerous examples of airlines across
the globe entering bankruptcy protection or liquidating. The text provides an introduction to both the basics of finance and the particular
intricacies of airline finance where there can be significant fluctuations in both revenues and costs. This new edition also includes: capital
budgeting management of current assets financial risk analysis fuel hedging aircraft leasing This textbook contains chapters that cover
unique aspects of the aviation financial decision-making process. These include a rigorous and structured presentation of the buy versus
lease decision that is prevalent in the industry, a valuation process for aviation assets, the recent trend toward privatization and the difficulty
inherent in the valuation of a publicly-owned or semi-publicly owned asset. The Foundations of Airline Finance, now in its second edition, is
an introductory text that can be used either as a general financial text or in a specialized class that deals with aviation finance in particular.
Empirical Capital Structure reviews the empirical capital structure literature from both the cross-sectional determinants of capital structure as
well as time-series changes.
The world of aviation has moved on rapidly since the appearance of the ninth edition of this pre-eminent resource fi ve years ago. Those
developments pertain to market access and market behaviour by air carriers, including competition, new perceptions of safety and security,
among others in relation to transparency of accident investigation and cybersecurity, case law in the area of airline liability, with new cases
from the United States, product liability and insurance, the United Kingdom, and elsewhere, the growing importance of environmental
concerns, the rights and obligations of passengers, also in the context of ‘unruly’ passengers, and innovative methods for fi nancing aircraft.
Special attention has been paid in this edition to regional integration movements, especially in Europe, affecting the mentioned subjects. The
book’s extensive references to other sources in the fi eld have been expanded and updated by the author and experts in specialised areas.
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The present edition addresses the following topics: - the regulatory framework governing the operation of air services including the principle
of sovereignty in national airspace; - the distinction between State and civil aircraft; - dispute settlement in international civil aviation; economic regulation of international air transport services including the establishment of air services agreements; - inter-airline cooperation in
the context of competition law regimes; - liability of the various service providers, in particular airlines, and related insurance coverage; - the
promotion of safety standards; - criminal acts affecting the safety of aviation; - the role of international and regional organisations with
particular reference to that of the European Union; - liability of the aircraft manufacturer for equipment; and - fi nancial and security interests
in mobile equipment. The many practitioners, offi cials, business people, and academics with a professional interest in aviation law will
appreciate this new edition as one of the fundamental works in the fi eld, and newcomers will discover an incomparable resource. This tenth
edition is ready to be of unmatched service to any practising member of the air law community anywhere in the world.
This new casebook, the most comprehensive ever written about the subject, is sure to be a hit with both students and instructors. Unlike
previous works, which have treated aviation law as a narrow and technical specialty, this text is driven by a broad and unique vision. Through
the use of contemporary cases, extensive notes, intriguing problems, and frequent references to popular culture, it is the first to make clear
just how large a role aviation plays in everyday life and explain why all lawyers can profit from having at least a passing familiarity with the
field. The text—fresh and crisply written—is organized into six chapters that can be taught as sequenced or in an instructor's preferred order.
After an introductory chapter that explains the principles of flight, identifies the sources of aviation law, and reflects on the ethical challenges
faced by aviation practitioners, the book proceeds to look at the legal issues surrounding aircraft, airmen (pilots, mechanics, flight attendants),
airlines (both passenger and cargo), and airports.Inside the book users will find 112 principal readings, 168 notes, 25 problems, and 30
appendices. The principal readings are drawn from a rich variety of sources, including cases, law review and bar journal articles, newspaper
reports, and legislative and executive pronouncements. The notes both expand on the principal readings and provide commentary on
additional issues and subjects. The problems, one for each section, allow students to quickly determine if they have successfully mastered
the materials they have just read. And the appendices reproduce the most important air treaties—from Paris (1919) and Warsaw (1929) to
Montreal (1999) and Cape Town (2001)—thereby further increasing the book's utility and flexibility (while obviating the need for students to
purchase and carry with them a separate statutory supplement). A particularly distinguishing feature of the book is its focus on the social
history of aviation. Thus, sprinkled liberally throughout the notes are references to the men and women who have become part of aviation
lore, including the Wright Brothers, Charles Lindbergh, Amelia Earhart, Howard Hughes, Chuck Yeager, D.B. Cooper, and Jessica Dubroff.
Also covered are notable historical incidents, such as the 1948 Berlin Airlift, the 1960 U-2 spy plane crisis, the 1976 Entebbe Airport raid, and
the 1983 U.S.S.R. shoot-down of a civilian airliner. As one would expect, special attention is paid to 9/11 and its aftermath—from the renaming
of Newark International Airport to the numerous changes that have been made in boarding procedures to the dispute over how to
compensate the victims and their families.The notes also draw heavily from popular culture. Thus, students learn not only from treaties,
cases, and statutes, but from such varied and fun fare as Erica Jong's Fear of Flying, Donald Trump's The Apprentice, and that TV show
“about nothing” (Seinfeld). As a result, students are far more likely to come to class prepared, excited, and eager to participate. Lastly, the
Teacher's Manual will help both new and experienced instructors get the most out of the book. In addition to comprehensively analyzing the
text, it offers tips for preparing extra credit assignments, leading field trips, tapping guest speakers, and incorporating video clips into class
presentations.
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This edition includes explanations of the state of the lease and asset finance industry; portfolio management and the impact of Basle capital
adequacy provisions for the asset finance industry; transaction structures and synthetic leases, amongst other subjects.
Selecting the right aircraft for an airline operation is a vastly complex process, involving a multitude of skills and considerable knowledge of
the business. Buying The Big Jets was first published in 2001 to provide guidance to those involved in aircraft selection strategies. This
Second Edition brings the picture fully up to date, incorporating new discussion on the strategies of low-cost carriers, and the significance of
the aircraft cabin for long-haul operations. Latest developments in aircraft products are covered and there are fresh examples of best practice
in airline fleet planning techniques. The book is essential reading for airline planners with fleet planning responsibility, consultancy groups,
analysts studying aircraft performance and economics, airline operational personnel, students of air transport, leasing companies, aircraft
value appraisers, and all who manage commercial aircraft acquisition programmes and provide strategic advice to decision-makers. This
book is also a valuable tool for the banking community where insights into aircraft acquisition decisions are vital. Buying The Big Jets is an
industry-specific example of strategic planning and is therefore a vital text for students engaged in graduate or post-graduate studies either in
aeronautics or business administration.
This book provides indispensable knowledge for practitioners in aircraft financing. It presents an innovative framework that treats valuation
analysis as a systematic effort in problem-solving directed at rational financial decision-making. It incorporates much of the modern approach
to financial investment decision-making. It proposes essential tools of flexibility, adaptability, and commonality of aircraft financial analyses
that apply to an almost infinite variety of valuation problem situations. Once these connections have been introduced, the reader will be
equipped with an understanding of the underlying concepts of aircraft valuation processes and techniques and the subsequent financing
alternatives available to fund aircraft assets. This is an essential book for airline professionals, aircraft leasing companies, consultants,
bankers, government officials, and students of aircraft finance. It is an approachable resource for those without a formal background in
finance.

Aircraft are mainly bought by two groups of buyers: 1. Airlines for their own use 2. Operating lessors for onward leasing
to airlines Both groups of buyers require substantial external funding, both debt and equity, to accommodate these
purchases. Historically five key sources have funded the aviation industry: 1. bank debt (secured and unsecured) 2.
export credit agency guaranteed debt (secured) 3. capital markets (secured and unsecured bonds; equity and debt
solutions) 4. internal cash flow generation 5. tax based leasing products This is the leading text providing guidance on all
the funding options available, the best way to secure funding and how to ensure that robust legal structures framing the
commercial deal are in place. The book is divided into four core sections: Part A: Market Context which sets the scene
giving the user market context and an overview of aircraft financing Part B: Transaction structuring which looks at the
credit, the asset, the legal structuring and tax drivers Part C: Core Products and Regional Markets (Brazil, Russia, India,
China, France, Germany, Spain and Japan) Part D: Regulatory Matters including accounting developments Key updates
for the new Fifth Edition include: - New chapters on: - The environment - Restructuring - Compliance - GATS (Global
Aircrafts Trading Systems (GATS) - Full explanation and
analysis of recent regulatory changes including changes
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brought about by Basel IV Due to the complexities involved in this area and the need to ensure that any commercial deal
is legally sound Aircraft Financing is the essential reference tool for anyone involved in aircraft financing transactions.
This volume covers the essentials of security interests and title finance with a very practical slant, providing the reader
with a comparative overview of law and practice in the key jurisdictions of the world. Reviews security interests in nearly
all jurisdictions worldwide.
Modeling Aircraft is a new book from Aaron Skinner and his team of experts at FineScale Modeler. Receive the most upto-date information about scale aircraft modeling that's difficult to get anywhere else. Tackle 15 projects that focus on the
World War I era of aircraft through the present. Each detailed photo-driven, how-to project is accompanied with
supporting captions to ensure your success. In this book you will learn more about: Finishing, Masking, Using cast resin
parts, Reproducing natural metal finishes, Working with photo-etched metal parts and much more.
The Commercial Aircraft Finance Handbook is a resource for every type of aircraft finance practitioner - seasoned and
starter alike. The handbook offers a comprehensive overview of the multifaceted matters that arise in the process of
financing commercial aircraft. The book clearly reviews the different topics on a high-level basis, and then explains the
terminology used for each particular area of specialization.. It can be used as both a learning aid and reference resource.
The area of commercial aircraft finance is multidisciplinary one, touching professionals across law, finance, insurance,
and leasing (to name a few) and this book arms these diverse practitioners with a framework for knowing the questions
and issues that should be considered in an aircraft financing transaction. This book will also provide practitioners just
starting out in this field with an introduction to the myriad of topics in aircraft finance while providing more seasoned
professionals with explanations of matters outside their normal area of expertise. As well, all practitioners will benefit from
the resources provided in the appendices.
An investor's guide to understanding and using financial instruments The Handbook of Financial Instruments provides
comprehensive coverage of a broad range of financial instruments, including equities, bonds (asset-backed and
mortgage-backed securities), derivatives (equity and fixed income), insurance investment products, mutual funds,
alternative investments (hedge funds and private equity), and exchange traded funds. The Handbook of Financial
Instruments explores the basic features of each instrument introduced, explains their risk characteristics, and examines
the markets in which they trade. Written by experts in their respective fields, this book arms individual investors and
institutional investors alike with the knowledge to choose and effectively use any financial instrument available in the
market today. John Wiley & Sons, Inc. is proud to be the publisher of the esteemed Frank J. Fabozzi Series. Comprising
nearly 100 titles-which include numerous bestsellers—The Frank J. Fabozzi Series is a key resource for finance
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professionals and academics, strategists and students, and investors. The series is overseen by its eponymous editor,
whose expert instruction and presentation of new ideas have been at the forefront of financial publishing for over twenty
years. His successful career has provided him with the knowledge, insight, and advice that has led to this comprehensive
series. Frank J. Fabozzi, PhD, CFA, CPA, is Editor of the Journal of Portfolio Management, which is read by thousands
of institutional investors, as well as editor or author of over 100 books on finance for the professional and academic
markets. Currently, Dr. Fabozzi is an adjunct Professor of Finance at Yale University's School of Management and on the
board of directors of the Guardian Life family of funds and the Black Rock complex of funds.
Aircraft Financing and Leasing: Tools for Success in Aircraft Acquisition and Management provides researchers, industry
professionals and students with a thorough overview of the skills necessary for navigating this dynamic field. The book
details the industry’s foundational concepts, including aviation law and regulation, airline credit analysis, maintenance
reserves, insurance, transaction cost modeling, risk management tools, such as fuel hedging, and the art of lease
negotiations. Different types of aircraft are explored, highlighting their purposes, as well as when and why airline
operators choose specific models over others. In addition, the book also covers important factors, such as maintenance
reserve development, modeling financial returns for leased aircraft, and appraising aircraft values. Most chapters feature
detailed case studies, applying concepts to actual industry circumstances. Users will find this an ideal resource for
practitioners or as an outstanding reference for senior undergraduate and graduate students. Presents the foundations of
aircraft leasing and financing, including aviation law and regulation, airline credit analysis, maintenance reserves,
insurance, transaction cost modeling, and more Provides an overview of the different types of aircraft, their purposes,
and when and why operators choose specific models over others Offers a blend of academic and professional views,
making it suitable for both student and practitioner Serves as an aircraft finance and leasing reference for those starting
their careers, as well as for legal, investment, and other professionals
This title presents a flexible valuation and decision-making tool for financial planners, airlines, lease companies, bankers,
insurance companies, and aircraft manufacturers.
Aircraft Leasing and FinancingTools for Success in International Aircraft Acquisition and ManagementElsevier
"Designed as a detailed practical guide to the management of aircraft during default periods and their repossession, this very useful book is
also of great value as a preventive guide in the drafting of aircraft lease and financing contracts. Local aviation law experts from 32
jurisdictions worldwide provide in-depth responses, country by country, to an extremely detailed questionnaire that includes eighty 'real-life'
questions." "Fees, time periods, costs of all kinds, remedies, immunities, required documentation, recognition of foreign judgments, interim
measures - all these and many other crucial considerations are fully explained for each jurisdiction." --Book Jacket.
A comprehensive guide to making better capital structure and corporate financing decisions in today's dynamic business environment Given
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the dramatic changes that have recently occurred in the economy, the topic of capital structure and corporate financing decisions is critically
important. The fact is that firms need to constantly revisit their portfolio of debt, equity, and hybrid securities to finance assets, operations, and
future growth. Capital Structure and Corporate Financing Decisions provides an in-depth examination of critical capital structure topics,
including discussions of basic capital structure components, key theories and practices, and practical application in an increasingly complex
corporate world. Throughout, the book emphasizes how a sound capital structure simultaneously minimizes the firm's cost of capital and
maximizes the value to shareholders. Offers a strategic focus that allows you to understand how financing decisions relates to a firm's overall
corporate policy Consists of contributed chapters from both academics and experienced professionals, offering a variety of perspectives and
a rich interplay of ideas Contains information from survey research describing actual financial practices of firms This valuable resource takes
a practical approach to capital structure by discussing why various theories make sense and how firms use them to solve problems and
create wealth. In the wake of the recent financial crisis, the insights found here are essential to excelling in today's volatile business
environment.
Over the last 50 years, aircraft leasing has rapidly developed and increased in importance. Today, more than half of all commercial aircraft
operators around the world lease more than 50% of their aircraft, and almost all airlines use leased aircraft for their operations. Leasing is
now the most efficient way of acquiring aircraft, and is no more regarded as a capital substitute for second- and third-tier carriers with poor
access to traditional debt and equity markets, or the "poor man's way" of building a fleet, it is indeed a legitimate source of low-cost capital for
airlines. The author examines aircraft wet leasing from the practical point of view of an airline operator with sufficient detail to reveal its
operation in practice. The book commences with a discussion on the fundamentals of aircraft as a compelling alternative investment portfolio,
detailing the reasons and benefits of investing in aircraft and how to invest. It considers the dichotomy between new and used aircraft, the
ageing-aircraft question, the impact of ageing on aircraft economics and on aviation safety, whether ageing-aircraft bans or the mandatory
retirement of ageing aircraft improve aviation safety and whether such restrictions infringe on the rights of aircraft owners. The idea of aircraft
leasing, the aircraft leasing industry, regulatory restrictions on the use of wet lease and the question of operational control and responsible
party in a wet-lease operation are examined. The sometimes confusing concept of aircraft wet leasing is clearly unravelled and the
component parts of an aircraft wetlease agreement are analysed in great detail in order to expound the legal principles underpinning certain
terms and the practical reasons for their inclusion. Some of the important topics discussed in this section include aviation insurance, problems
of crossborder wet leasing, the question of adequate regulatory oversight and the relevance of Article 83bis of the Chicago Convention, flag
of convenience in an aviation context, guaranteed minimum aircraft utilisation, asymmetric or unilateral option and nonexclusive jurisdiction
clauses, wet leasing with state or sovereign parties and others. The format of presentation of the chapter dealing with component parts of
aircraft wet-lease agreements is unique: it follows the structure of a typical aircraft wet-lease agreement. The author first discusses the
general legal issues to be considered in structuring a wet lease and then furnishes sample drafts of terms and clauses to take care of these
legal issues. This approach enhances understanding of the legal and practical aspects of the subject. This compelling publication provides a
convenient one-volume resource in the field of wet leasing and structured, expert guidance to negotiating wet-lease agreements. It is also a
practical guide for the use and benefit of everyone involved in wet leasing, including airline in-house counsel, lawyers, jurists, aircraft
investors, business-aircraft owners, airline accountable managers, aviation regulatory authorities, international aviation organisations, and
aviation-related departments of national governments. Because many parts of an aircraft wet-lease agreement are derived from the general
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principles of law of contract, this book, particularly the parts dealing with analysis of the component parts of an aircraft wet-lease agreement,
will be useful to all students of law of contract and all those involved in negotiating, drafting and implementing all forms of contract.
This book is one of the first to explore aviation and aircraft leasing and its values establishing it as a standalone investable asset class within
the larger real assets industry. Airplanes are a crucial but capital-intensive component of the global economy. The author, as an academic,
researcher, appraiser, advisor and businessperson in the industry, bridges a gap in the existing literature with his analysis of the underlying
aviation asset class return and risk profile. The book describes the characteristics, dynamics and drivers of the global, Asia and China
specific aviation and leasing landscapes. Recent effects of COVID-19 on aviation and an analysis of the drivers affecting cross border
mergers and acquisitions in the industry are also investigated. The book includes 20+ years of empirical aircraft valuation evidence and
analysis of its characteristics establishing the aircraft and sub-segments as asset classes. In addition, characteristic comparisons to other real
asset subclasses and benchmarks are examined. This book will be of interest to academics, financiers, investors, industry participants and
more general aviation enthusiasts.
Regulation 261/2004 on Air Passengers' Rights has been amongst the most high-profile pieces of EU secondary legislation of the past years,
generating controversial judgments of the Court of Justice, from C-344/04 ex parte IATA to C-402/07 Sturgeon. The Regulation has led to
equally challenging decisions across the Member States, ranging from judicial enthusiasm for passenger rights to domestic courts holding
that a Regulation could not be relied upon by an individual claimant or even threatening outright to refuse to apply its provisions. The
economic stakes are significant for passengers and airlines alike, and despite the European Commission's recent publication of reform
proposals, controversies appear far from settled. At the same time the Regulation should, according to the Treaty, have uniform, direct and
general application in all the Member States of the Union. How, then, can this diversity be explained? What implications do the diverging
national interpretations have for the EU's regulatory strategy at large? This book brings together leading experts in the field to present a
series of case studies from 15 different Member States as well as the extra-territorial application of Regulation 261, combined with high-level
analysis from the perspectives of Aviation law and EU law.
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